Monday 23 October 2017 : WELCOME !

Tuesday 24 October 2017

9-12 : Monica BRINZEI : Report on THESIS dissemination published as THESIS results :

  - Presentation of the collection Studia Sententiarum and the last volum published :


  - List of articles and others activities

14-19 : Workshop : Collective discussing on James of Eltville’s volum proofs (forthcoming in Studia Sententiarum n° 4)
Wednesday 25 October 2017

The whole day will be dedicated to a presentation of work-in-progress PhD of team members related to the corpus of the project. The workshop will be focused on methodological issues and its aims is to share experience and assists the doctoral candidates in their work.

9-11 : Ioana CURUT : "Viennese University Theologians on Practical Theology".

11-12 : Luciana CIOCA : From inceptor to magister: the history of Vespere in medieval universities


15-16 : Daniel COMAN : Boethius’ version of Aristotle in St. Anselm’s thought as recepcted in Sentences commentaries from XIVth century.

17-18 : Madalina PANTEA : How Ockham's theology influenced the Cistercians from Paris in the 14th century?

Thursday 26 October 2017

Presentation of THESIS's discoveries


14-16 : Christopher SCHABEL : Reconstruction of the Sentences of Peter of Ceffons and traces of new manuscripts witness.

16-18 General discussions

Friday 27 October 2017
Presentation of work-in-progress papers:


11:12: Alexandra BANEU: "How it was done at Cologne: Narcissus Pfister’s multiple versions of *Sentences* commentaries”.

14-15 Alexandra ANISIE: James of Eltville on the object of theology in his *Sentences* commentary.

15-18: Mihai MAGA: The *ars praedicandi* in the *Collationes* in *Principia Sententiarum* of Conradus of Soltau

**Saturday 28 October 2017**

THESIS and electronics tools

9-12 Monica BRINZEI: Presentation of THESIS database and the open access of 3500 pages of texts from Sentences commentaries related to THESIS corpus

Prospectives of THESIS project:

14-18: Collective session to updated entries in Stegmüller database.

**Sunday 29 October 2017**

9-12 Monica BRINZEI: Presentation of DEBATE project submission for a Consolidator project and RISE project for a Complex Project competition

14-18 General discussions and conclusions